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There is a digital pioneer who is absorbed in the artistic side of digital printing. His specialties: digitizing
of artworks, and fine art printing. The Nyala 2 flatbed printer has simplified processes, set new quality
standards and made printing operations more profitable.
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Digital pioneer
The company indeed has industry roots
that go especially deep. Back in the 90s,
Coupralux was the digital pioneer for all of
Texas: the first and only one in the
business to offer digital prepress with both
image scanning and digital proofing.
Originally, Mike Bowers and his team
processed photographs. Coupralux
eventually added print services to the
prepress capabilities. Today, artwork has
moved up to the forefront.

Light colors for rendering of finest detail: Coupralux customers do not want to see dots.

Reliability holds prospects
“I get to stay late and work really hard
since the Nyala 2 arrived,” says Mike with a
laugh. This he willingly accepts, provided
the machinery works as reliably as the
Nyala 2. Mike’s strategic principle is to
operate multiple machines wherever he
can – for safety backup reasons. But when
it comes to swissQprint, capacity considerations are main driver behind thoughts of
acquiring an additional printer.
Yet whatever the future may hold, top
quality remains his prime goal. “From this
angle too, swissQprint is perfectly in line
with the concept,” concludes Mike.
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The Nyala 2 must always look immaculate: for Mike Bowers it is a workhorse and a marketing tool.
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